
Some notes on achievement verbs
Verkuyl (1993) claims that all dynamic verbs can be used in progressive and all dynamic verbs combined with bare deep objects (BDO) will result atelic events in the VP. In this talk we will show that these generalizations are not correct. We argue in support of Moens and Steedman (1988) and Rothstein (2000)'s theories that achievement verbs form an independent aspectual class. It will be shown that in Hungarian achievement verbs with bare direct objects can be interpreted as atelic if the event has multiple-event reading. Once it has single-event reading the atelic reading is not available. It will be further shown that only multiple-event readings can co-occur with progressive. Single-event readings cannot. In Hungarian achievement verbs will be unambiguously interpreted as telic when they are combined with singular BDOs. They do not allow for durative adverbs and cannot co-occur with progressive. Achievement verbs are ambiguous when they are combined with plural BDOs as they allow both for time-span and durative adverbs just like their English counterparts. In English achievement verbs can be used in progressive because progressive can see the preliminary stages of the achievement event that actually lead to the change of state (Rothstein (2000)), which is possible, I assume, because in English progressive can have future interpretation, which is not possible in Hungarian. Therefore in Hungarian achievement verbs can only be used in progressive if they are transformed into process (Landman (1992), Pinon (1995)). 1. Achievement verbs and bare deep objects: Even in English achievement verbs are ambiguous between telic and atelic readings as they allow both for time-span and durative adverbs. Sentence (1) allows for time-span adverbs when the event has single event interpretation (one event of finding more than one flea). It allows for durative adverbs, when it has the multiple-event reading (more than one even of finding one or more than one flea). Hungarian allows countable nouns to occur both in their bare plural and bare singular forms. Though bare singulars can be interpreted as plural in Hungarian (Maleczki ((1992)) the sentence with singular BDO can only have the single-event reading (the contrast between sentences (2) and (3)). In (2) and (3) the deep objects are bare existentials. In spite of that, sentences (2) do not tolerate time-span adverbs, while sentences (3) are ambiguous the same way their English counterparts are. The difference between (2) and (3) is that the former sentences have bare singular objects and they have unambiguously single-event reading while the latter ones have bare plural objects and they are ambiguous between the single-event reading and the multiple-event reading. The question is whether it is possible to explain these facts in a compositional way within the VP domain or not. Bare singular and bare plural nominal constructions do not differ with respect to their quantificational properties. In sentences (2) and (3) the events should unambiguously have atelic reading. I propose an analysis that relies on Kamp and Reyle (1993) that plural nominals can distribute over events. When an achievement verb is combined with a plural BDO, the bare plural can distribute over the event resulting the multiple-event reading interpretation. In this case the plural object has scope over the event and the sentence can be combined with durative adverbs. The other option is that the bare plural deep object does not distribute over the event. The resulting reading is the singular-event reading and the proposition cannot be combined with time-span adverbs. In Hungarian and in English durative adverbs can be combined with sentences that contain plural BDO, the only option for English. When achievement situations have the single event reading, no event quantification occurs, VP aspect is not modified by event quantification of the plural nominal over the event. Therefore the unmarked case is the single event reading, which is the result of the composition of verbal and nominal properties within the VP domain. The quantification of the plural nominal construction over the event modifies VP aspect the same way as frequency adverbs can modify them. This modification though is due to the event quantification form outside VP and not to the composition of nominal and verbal properties in VP. 2. Achievement verbs and progressive: In Hungarian there is no progressive auxiliary or progressive morphology on the verb. Hungarian uses the adverb 'eppen' just to get progressive reading. Accomplishment verbs can be used in progressive as in (4). Achievement verbs cannot be used in progressive unless the deep object is a bare plural (the contrast between sentence 5 and 6). I argue that the difference between English and Hungarian is that in English progressive can have future interpretation while in Hungarian this interpretation is not available, therefore progressive cannot be used with achievement verbs that only encode the change of state unless there is a process event encoded in the verb as in accomplishment verbs that lead to the change of state. This is obviously not the case for achievement verbs, unless its deep object is a bare plural that can quantize over events. As a result of this, several (underspecified number of) achievement events take place within a larger period of time that the progressive operator can 'read' as a process event.

1.	Peter found fleas on his dog for a week/in a minute.
2.	a.*Egy percen at/ ok: egy perc alatt vendeg erkezett.
  *for a minute/in a minute guest-sing-nom arrived
  ' A guest has arrived / guests have arrived in a minute/*for a minute.'
b. Janos *egy percen at/egy perc alatt bolhat talalt a kutyan.
   *for a minute/in a minute Janos  flea-sing-acc found   the dog-on
    'John found fleas/a flea on the dog in a minute/*for a minute.'
3.	a. Egy perc alatt/egy percen at vendegek erkeztek a hotelba.
    For a minute/in a minute   guest-plur-nom arrived in the hotel.
   ' Guests have arrived in the hotel in a minute/for a week.'
b. Janos egy percen at/egy perc alatt bolhakat talalt a kutyajan..
    János for a week/in a minute flea-plur-acc found dog-on
    'John found fleas on his dog in a minute/for a week.'
4.	János éppen eszi az ebedjet.
just     ate  the lunch-his
'John is eating his lunch.'
 5.	*Eppen vendeg erkezik a hotelba.
guest-sing-nom is arriving the hotel-to
' A guest is arriving / guests are arrived in the hotel.'
6.	Eppen vendegek erkeznek a hotelba. 	      
guest-plur-nom arrive in the hotel.
'Guests are arriving in the hotel.'
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